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résumé du séminaire



Operational program

31st of May: Arrival

• Dinner at 18h30 in the student restaurant : CROUS Mabillon.

• Opening Ceremony: “ISHA Then and Now!” at 20h in the Hungarian Institute.

1st June: 1st day of the Seminar

• Departure from the hostel at 8h. Meeting at 9h at Bagnolet's Church : 1, rue de

Lénine, Bagnolet 93170. Bus line 76 from LedruRollin to Eglise de Bagnolet

(direction BagnoletLouiseMichel)

• 9h3011h Keynote lecture :

"Patrimonialisation, Renovation and diversification of the city", Alexandre Faure.

"History of urban exploration", RalphSamuel Grossmann

• 11h12h fieldtrip walking between Bagnolet and Montreuil.

• 12h14h Lunch at restaurant CROUS : Montreuil IUT.

• 14h3015h30 Lecture in Montreuil with the CAUE (Council for Architecture,

Urbanism and Environnement). The history of the Castle of Vincennes in relation

with the city. Franca Malservici. In cooperation with ICOMOS France.

• 16h17h Walking tour between Montreuil and the castle of Vincennes.

• Free time

• 19h20h Dinner at Mabillon. Line 1 to Chatelêt (direction La Défense) ; transfer

line 4 to Odéon (Direction Montrouge).

• Evening Programme (Optional) : Haussmanian's Crawl



2ND JUNE: 2ND DAY OF THE SEMINAR

• Departure from the hostel at 8h. Bus Line 86 to Odéon; transfer bus line 96 to

RennesSaintPlacide, or transfer metro line 4 to SaintPlacide.

• 9h12h Lectures at EHESS (Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales) at

Amphitheatre François Furet, 105 boulevard Raspail Paris 6.

◦ Intervention of Cédric Gottfried (ISHA Paris and ICOMOS)

◦ Intervention of Lóránt Bódi (ISHA Budapest)

• 1214h Lunch at Mabillon (by walking)

• 14h3017h30 Workshops (by walking) (see after).

• 18h3020h Dinner at Mabillon (by walking)

• Closing Ceremony (Final Conclusion) and an evening surprise....

Workshop

Please find the list of the workshops and its descriptions below:

1  Reconstruction of the City – the case of Paris under Hausmann, 18531870

2  Collective mapping: temporal representation of territorial imaginaries at the

Parisian suburbs

3  Use of Diversity and History in the Making of Urban Heritage

4  Urban space and multiculturalism

5  Being historian/Student Perspectives from BA to PhD



WORKSHOP 1. RECONSTRUCTION OF THE CITY – THE CASE OF

PARIS UNDER HAUSMANN, 18531870

(in coorganisation with ISHA Lausanne)

Among other major cities, Paris is nowaday extremely different from what it looked

like in the early 19th Century. After the election of Georges Eugène Hausmann

(1809 – 1891) as « Préfet de la Seine » (chief executive of the Départment of the

Seine, in which is included the city of Paris) in 1853, vast and numerous

transformations of the urban structure of the capital began. From the medieval city

with lots of small, turtuous and narrow streets that is depicted in The Hunchback of

NotreDame of Victor Hugo, Paris has been turned into a much more modern city

with large, straight and long boulevards – just like the Champs Elysées – as well as

many parcs and squares – like the Bois de Vincennes or the Bois de Boulogne – or

new train stations – the Gare de l’Est and the Gare de Lyon.

This changes implied the disparition of large numbers of parcs, streets, buildings.

Furthermore, their financing was problematic, and many authors noted that the rich

citizens managed to make huge profits out of the transformation. Emile Zola, in his

book of 1871 La Curée, criticizes the constructions of Hausmann by showing how

speculators were able to make fortunes :

« Look over there, close to Les Halles, we’ve cut Paris in four, said Saccard. And

with the cutting edge of his open hand, he made the gesture of slicing Paris in four

parts. Are you talking about Rivoli’s Street and the new boulevard ? asked his wife.

Yes, the big crossroad of Paris, as they say. They cleared the way to the Louvre and

to the Hôtel de Ville. It’s a breeze ! Just to entertain the public… When the first road

network will be finished, the big dance will begin. The second network will make

thousands of holes in the city, in order to connect the suburb to the first network. […]

A cut here, a cut there, cuts everywhere, Paris chopped with a sabre, bleeding,

feeding hundred thousand diggers and masons […]. There will be a third network,

Saccard continued after a silence, it will be absolute madness, millions, hundreds of

millions, thousands of millions, Paris drunk and stunt. » [Translated and adapted by

Séveric Yersin from Emile ZOLA, La Curée, France Loisirs, Paris, 1978 (1871), pp.

8586 ]



This text is not the only one that critizes the policy of Georges Hausmann. A large

discontent appeared in the population which has seen its everyday life radically

changed by the transformation. Analysing these changes and their consequences

constitue the core of our workshop, during which we will try to answer some of the

following questions :

For what reasons did the Emperor Napoleon III and the Préfet Hausmann decide

to restructure Paris in that way ?

Which new conception of urbanism and of the urban lifestyle emerges from this

restructuration ?

How did Hausmann proceed to finance these vast constuctions ?

How did the inhabitants of Paris react to this restructuration ?

What are the immediate evolutions and consequences during and after the

restructuration ?

o from a commercial point of view

o from a sociological point of view

o from an urban point of view

o from an architectural point of view

The workshop will take place on the afternoon of June the 2nd, and will last only four

hours. Because of this, the Workshop Leaders suggest that the participants come

well prepared, in order to have the best discussions possible. The workshop is

structured in two parts : 1. Around Paris, 2. European Cities. The participants will

decide if they want to work on Paris or on another city of their choice (with the

Workshop Leader’s agreement).

Those who are willing to work on Paris will have know a bit about its history in the

19th Century and have at least basic knowledge about urbanism and the

transformations of Hausmann. Maps, newspapers, pictures will be prepared by the

Workshop Leaders as material to work on before and during their presentations.

They will either have to propose a subject they want to analyse before the

Conference, or they will chose among the list of questions mentioned above – and

communicate their choice in advance to the Workshop Leaders. It is possible to work

by pair on the same questions.



WORKSHOP 2. COLLECTIVE MAPPING: TEMPORAL REPRESENTATION

OF TERRITORIAL IMAGINARIES AT THE PARISIAN SUBURBS

The evolutions of a city over time evidences changes regarding its extension,

landscapes, streets, urban style, districts, population and economic activities among

others. All makes part of its diversity as a city, and enriches its particularities as

iconic urban representations of societies. Therefore, the construction of space by

their inhabitants gives life and dynamic to a city.

The traces of time over the city are open to the human perception and interpretation,

and they are usually defined as patrimony, landmarks, statues, and places of

memory. But beyond the physical representation of a city, there is also the idea of it,

all the different imaginaries conceived and that are attributed to the territory which

contains it.

The aim of this workshop is to introduce to historians some geographic

methodologies to analyze the city as it is the collective mapping. Based on a field

expedition walk over three districts of eastern Parisian suburbs (Bagnolet, Montreuil,

and Vincennes) that will take part during the ISHA Seminar, participants registered

for this workshop will be required to open their senses to perception. The task will be

to identify some specific icons all along the walk, to interpret them by taking notes,

and mark them in the personal map the will be assigned. The activity will finalize

working together to draw a map collectively.

A map itself is a static peace of paper that shows a specific place at a specific time of

history. Meanwhile, territorial reality is much more complex and dynamic, and that’s

why at this workshop we propose to create new forms of interpretation of the city.

Using participant notes through the walk, in addition of old pictures of the same

visited places, we will mark a mute map with all the different icons discovered:

economic activities, buildings of power and state institutions, industries, markets,

schools, playgrounds, artistic places, police, coffee shops, social organizations, and

more. The comparison of the final map with old maps and pictures, will allow to open

the discussion over the spacetime evolution of these suburbs, and to evidence how

diversity plays a role in history and in the construction of space over the city suburbs.



WORKSHOP 3. USE OF DIVERSITY AND HISTORY IN THE MAKING OF

URBAN HERITAGE

Historian is no longer the sole authority to tell the urban past. Urban heritage –

which is of vital importance for our cities – has been institutionalized and recognized

in local, national and international levels in the last few decades. According to the

UNESCO, the most important international organization dedicated to preserve

heritage, we cannot emphasize enough the importance of tangible and intangible

urban heritage as they are not only sources of social cohesion, drivers of creativity,

innovation and urban regeneration, but also factors of diversity.

From the 1960s, a series of national and international laws define preservation and

safeguarding policies of historic urban areas in the framework of urban

redevelopment, which are important normative steps turning city centres tarnished

by modernization into “urban heritage”. By the end of the 1970s, city centres in

Europe (Krakow, Warsaw), medinas in the Maghreb and in the Mashreq (Tunis,

Damascus, Aleppo, Old Cairo) are listed on the first World Heritage List of the 1972

UNESCO Convention, which designates their heritage as outstanding universal

value.

Through city conservation and rehabilitation programmes, the urban heritage has

gradually replaced the “ancient”, the “old” and the “medieval” town/city. Accordingly,

the history of urban heritage areas is muddled up with the history of conservation

practices determined by the principle of authenticity (See. Athens Charter of 1931

and Venice Charter of 1964) and with that of regulations concerning urban planning.

Thus, the urban heritage has imposed its own time on the history of cities and

introduced a different history: the story of heritage making as an element of the

historic evolution of cities (Isabelle Vinson and Gábor Sonkoly, 2014).

For this reason, this workshop will be focused on both the socalled “heritagisation”

process – by which heritage is constructed – and the historicity of urban heritage

making since the 1960’s.



Indeed, “heritagisation” is one of the processes that plays with time in the city. It

gives new dimensions to it by making visible different time strata through

urban/architectural diversity. However, this sort of diversity can often foster social

homogeneity when it accompanies a process of gentrification (Hovig Ter Minassian,

2012).

The objective of this workshop is to study the use and the role of diversity and

history in the making of urban heritage and vice and versa. After the analysis of this

complex process through cases of historic cities (city centres, specific monuments

and sites), which have become urban heritage, the participants will study a unique

example, Paris, and the Banks of the Seine, and its exceptional role as national and

world heritage. During a long walk along the river, the participants will learn how and

why this site (including monuments, like churches, museums, palaces) has had

universal value since its inscription on the UNESCO World Heritage List in 1991.

Relevant texts and sources will be distributed in advance. If all the workshop

participants agree, the walk can be completed by an optional cruise trip on one of

the famous “bateaux mouches”.



WORKSHOP 4. URBAN SPACE AND MULTICULTURALISM

(extra workshop in coorganisation with ISHA Rome)

‘Urban space’ as such is not a neutral notion. It cannot be modelled on merely

functional grounds following rational criteria as the purposes of urban efficiency

always went hand in had with the spiritual development of various societies. As life

has always been focused around social spaces, changes have been inevitable due

to the incoming needs produced by growth and expansion. For example, the urban

structure has always needed to deal with the appearance of different cultural groups

within the same sphere.

Consequently, many historians have begun to use terms like diversity and

multiculturalism as analitical tools for studying urban space and life, sometimes

interchangeably. However, there are major differences between the two. In general

use, diversity is rather defined as the differences between people which can include

race, gender, religion, background, socioeconomic status, and much more.

Meanwhile, the more and more popular concept of multiculturalism can go deeper

than diversity by focusing on inclusiveness, understanding, and respect.

Jacques Levy (2003), when he defines diversity, explains that it should be

understood as the “ratio between the level of heterogenity of copresent realities in a

given space and the level existing in a wider space in which the former is contained

and that is used as a referent”. Based on his study, the city, then, is no longer

considered only with its social or physical aspects in mind, but in its production of

diverse space in relation to the referent space that encompasses it.

This argument raises as many questions as many doors it opens along the way.

Urban planners, political decisionmakers and other who have power to modify the

physical city, may attempt – and usually do attempt – to define what the city is like,

how people should perceive it and live in it. Yet, the city is not simply what a planner

has designed even though his plans were physically realized; a monument or an

urban place does not carry the same meaning to all as its constructors intended; an

exposition does not simply represent the message and world view which those who

had the power to define and produce it, aimed to show.



Bringing up Rome (or Paris) as an example for this complicated issue, we can see

that the city has always hosted a large number of strangers and the urban texture

has absorbed the richness and the variety of the several local cultures. The urban

structure has been remodelled to host the everincreasing number of strangers and

vice versa: the newcomers have adopted themselves to the new environment.

However, although urbanization and the development of the city brought a lot of

changes with themselves throughout the years, urban space still has its very strong

link to the local past. Recently, a new challenge has appeared in relation to the

subject in the image of the migration question: Rome now has to deal with the

serious issue of integration on a large scale, both in social and urban means.

One important aspect of this problem is the important issue of religiosity and its

connection to social life. Historically, all subcultures of Rome required and obtained

places of worship and separated spheres of culture as well – the heritage of which

phenomena is still existent nowtodays. For example, even though the physical and

the social walls of the ancient Ghetto were torn down in the 19th century, it is still

the centre of Jewish life in Rome – which means that integration could not fully

settle separation of some kind even though that was the original intention behind

the changes initiated.

With keeping the aforementioned example of Rome (and other European cities) in

mind, we want to discuss the related theoretical and practical question, but also to

analyse the differences and the similarities of the historical experiences of urban

development and the integration of minorities in relation to the different cities of

Europe and the World during the course of this workshop.



WORKSHOP 5. BEING HISTORIAN/STUDENT PERSPECTIVES FROM BA

TO PHD

This workshop led by students at different stages of their academic career is

dedicated to the challenges of a student in History and Social Sciences.

During the session, undergraduates and masters students can ask those engaged in

MA and PhD research about their work (struggles and benefits) and they can meet to

explore academic programmes and the opportunities available for students looking

to continue their university career (scholarships, internships, etc).

There will be opportunity for all participants to offer a brief presentation of their own

work. The workshop would like to provide an information platform for ISHA members

to share their theoretical and methodological knowledge and to exchange their

experiences about their degree programmes and scientific research around the

world.

Goals:

1. How work the students trajectory in the different country in Europe ?

2. What is the relation between cities and university ? Why it is different to study in

Aoste or in London, Eger or in Paris ? The situation of universities are different

between urban and rural university and we can have reflexion about the different

situation in Europe.

3. What tools ISHA can propose to students to prepare and planning his trajectory ?

What we imagine in Bachelor and what we have in Master ? How students manage

his way in universities ? What place for internationalization ? Briefly : How can we

help students to have a vision of university from Bachelor to PhD ?

How to work in this workshop :

I propose to ask the participants to present themselves and to explain what is their

experience in university and what is their attempts. To speak theoretically : what is

the field experience and what is the horizon of expectation (Erwartungshorizont) of

students. The idea is to understand how student visualize his study and how they

prepare the transition between Bachelor, Master and PhD.



Paris seminar description  Topic

In “Urbanism as a way of life”, Louis Wirth (1938) submits a definition of the city

encompassing spatial, social and temporal criteria; a relatively wide and dense

space inhabited and occupied permanently by groups and individuals with

heterogeneous characteristics. Jacques Levy (2003), when he defines diversity,

explains that it should be understood as the “ratio between the level of

heterogeneity of copresent realities in a given space and the level existing in a

wider space in which the former is contained and that is used as a referent”. Using

Wirth’s concepts, he proceeds to give three categories of diversity: social groups,

productive activities and functions. The functions of the city are defined by the

combination of the relations between its sociological composition and the activities it

hosts (Marcel Roncayolo, 1990). The city, then, is no longer only considered with its

social or physical aspects in mind, but in its production of diverse space in relation

to the referent space that encompasses it. This argument raises as many questions

it opens doors. The main problem with this definition is its practicality: how can one

observe and measure diversity? Levy suggests that we concentrate on two

phenomena: copresence and interrelations. A diversified territory would thus be

characterised by the coexistence of many groups and several activities that would

be more or less in relation with oneanother.

The function of this territory can be read by measuring the activities in orientation of

their production (to the territory in question or outward) Yet the copresence of

individuals, groups and heterogeneous activities isn’t necessarily correlated with the

formation of relations and, thus, diversity; a space can be characterised by a heavy

density of activities without these being connected. Given this, several initial lines of

approach can be envisaged. The physical composition of the territory, the

stratification of times, functions, activities and groups that lived there, forces the

researcher to look at urban materials with historical considerations, and also with a

diachronic analysis of the occupation of space. The modern city puts forward

economical functions (Halbwachs, 1938) to the point of creating financial centers

that aren’t cities sociologically speaking, but singleactivity zones (la Défense, the

City, Silicon Valley). The urban frame is scarred with these areas that have, at one

time, a monofunctional vocation. One must distiguish, like Magnaghi (Alberto



Magnaghi, 2000), between metropolis and big city, the urban space from the city

according to their composition and their function. The city would be a more

heterogeneous composition than the urban space, mixing different activities and

functions in a combination that is conducive to promote different forms of diversity.

In European cities, because of the copresence of multiple types of habitats and

activities, diversity is stronger in their citycenters than in their suburbs or their peri

urban areas. Political, religious, commercial or residential functions are concurrent in

places where one can observe a strong mix of the poorer and the affluent

populations, which fosters potential diversity. The analysis of relationships, of

trading, and of meeting places, allows the researcher to report in the realization of

this potential over time.

Research focus 1: Methodology : how can diversity be observed?

The main issue with the discussion above is its practical application. How can one

observe and measure the diversity of a territory with spatial and temporal

categories? According to what has previously been said, a comparison based on

selected criteria between one space and the space it is enclosed in is a seemingly

good option. It boils down to an analysis of the difference between territorial

heterogeneities. It appears however more relevant to introduce the notions of co

presence and cospatiality that echo the study of the relations between the different

elements that make up the territory (Lewis Mumford, 1960). Moreover, these

relations evolve with the transformation of the roles of the actors and the production

methods, leading to a mutation of the city which is more or less visible. This

transformation can potentially reduce the diversity of a space compared to the space

it is included in. Is it then a displacement of the city? Can this phenomenon be

explained with the metaphor of connected vessels or is this displacement visible in

the territory thanks to the progressive reconversion of the surrounding spaces?

Research Focus 2 : Patrimonialisation, Renovation and diversification of the

city.

In the foreword of his book Lecture de ville, Marcel Roncayolo (2002) reminds the



time of the city is plural (making, uses and practices) and that it evolves at different

paces and time scales. Patrimonialisation is one of the processes that plays with

time in the city: it freezes specific places in time. This is an important activity

because it gives meaning to the city by making visible different time strata through

architectural diversity. But this aesthetic diversity often fosters social homogeneity

as it accompanies a process of gentrification (Hovig Ter Minassian, 2012). One can

therefore wonder if it is possible to consider the copresence of architecture styles

from different times as a sign of all types of diversity. Parallel to patrimonialization,

another activity plays with time in the city: urban renewal. The latter seeks to update

the city, to make it more relevant to the present. Most of the urban renewal

operations nowdays come from the acknowledgement of the failure of functionalism.

Circumventing functionalism was first a theoric decision, advocated by Françoise

Chaoy (1980), who wanted to reclaim history, words and symbols in urban studies.

Then, it became a practical challenge, as the work of Magnaghi on the local project

testifies. He criticizes the transformation of humanbeings into residents of

metropoles when we should be inhabitants of big cities, that is to say individuals

involved in their local areas. If those two authors do not explicitly discuss diversity,

their reflections can contribute to our understanding of the creation of diverse

spaces. Are public policies able to create architectural and urbanistic forms that give

shape to a city, or can they only produce urban spaces? How can functionalism be

circumvented in the field, and can diversity be ‘injected’ into spaces where there is

none?

Finally, is it possible to create diversity by suggesting different ways of living and

renewed local public policies, rather bottomup down than topdown, as proposed by

Magnaghi?

Research focus 3: The diversity of cities and forms habitation: Ephemeral

cities, utopian cities, mobile cities

The definition of the city as a habitat was proposed by Max Weber in 1921. This

concept was used to describe the city and the territory from different perspectives:

geographical, sociological, historical, and philosophical (Paquot et al, 2007). From

the moment of a city’s foundation, they become a utopia, a myth, and nourish the



urban imagination, dreams, expectations, and wishes of its inhabitants. Historical

events, like wars and natural catastrophes – earthquakes, fires, or tsunamis – may

have important implications for urban form. The city landscape can change radically

it can be completely destroyed and rebuilt on the same site, demonstrating its

resilience. In other cases, cities have been moved and refounded elsewhere (Alain

Musset, 2002). But the diversity of cities cannot simply be attributed to chance.

Public policy plays a fundamental role in the constant transformation of cities and

their functions. The city’s limits expand as the boundaries between different

neighborhoods merge with the new urban borders. The location of social housing,

the rental prices, the definition of priority areas, among other things, mark

heterogeneity but can also sometimes indicate sociospatial segregation. However,

residents are not always silent and inactive, the poor can seek to obtain their “droit à

la ville”, changing the urban landscape with the creation of activities beyond their

domestic sphere: leisure, business, artistic venues, etc. This research group focuses

on a simultaneous approach to the diversity of cities and diversity in cities. If, at the

neighborhood level, the city can experience strong heterogeneity of its activities and

its lifestyles, this diversity can be transferred in both time and space. Therefore, the

city, as a result of diversity, can move, change and mutate. The city is therefore not

static or fixed to a particular territory. But how can we analyse the movements of the

city? Can we predict its movement? How do we distinguish the city  according to the

definition that we developed earlier – of the inhibiter?



Around Paris  Brief History of Bagnolet, Montreuil, Vincennes

Bagnolet: This municipality was a part of the red suburb of Paris between 1928 and

2014. It is a part of the SeineSaintDenis, a department who symbolize the big

inegalities in Parisian's region. A large part of the city was build after the second war

world : composed by numerous towers around the highways. Parisian landscape is

marked by the twins towers (Les Mercuriales) build in the 70th in front of the

peripheric highway of Paris.

This suburb keep a profound diversity in his urbanism. Towers was build in old

carreer and houses quarters occupied half part of the territory. In the same time,

hotels was implanted and Bagnolet become one of the most important place for

tourism in parisian's region.

Montreuil: Like Bagnolet, Montreuil was a part of the red suburd. French communist

Party managed the municipalities for 100 years and win again in 2014. This town is

a central place for african migration, particulary from Mali. This situation of

multiculturalism is considered positivily like a caracterictic of the city identity.

This suburb was urbanised oldly and the subway was extended in the 30th to the

center. The population incrase fastly and Montreuil is now one of the bigest suburd

of Paris. befor that, this municipality (like Bagnolet), was an agricultural town,

famous for peach's orchard (a part of it is preserved today and associations try to

diffuse this heritage). This movment is supported by a large part of the population

but it symbolyze in the same time the "gentrification" of the suburd. All around the

subway, the poors peoples are hunt by speculation and by the implantation of Start

up in the old building. This dynamic work slowly and today we can see a incredibly

diversity in the town. Little's market, lot of "exotics" stores, differents kind of

accomodations, students life, make Montreuil very much alive and create

ephemeric's cities in a merrying or irritating (it depend of peoples) chaotic

atmospher. But, this atmospher is absolutly not describing all of the part of

Montreuil. Like in Bagnolet, this city is divided between different kind of quarter who

was build in differents times and by differents visions of urbanism.



Vincennes : In opposition to the red suburb, this town was all
the time to the right or middle side in politic. Like Versailles, a
castle was build by the kings of France. The castle of
Vincennes and the forest who have the same name, mark the
east territory of Paris. The donjon is the highst in Europe. This
fortress was firstly the hunting pavillon of LouisVII, and
became the royal residence of the kings. Now the castle is a
part of the historical monument and it is use for the historical
services of French Army.










